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tag[s]: bizarre?, stream analysis, diagrams and outlines, swollen when in pain?, counseling … 

- Pardon the interruption: there is a very disruptive group of stalkers surrounding me right now, just fyi.-  

First idea. A counseling outline; semi like a recovery group instead: a group of non-illicit or non-illicit 

variety, … what effects the group witnesses when using such non illicit substances; perhaps keeping a 

record of some sort; and refer to the record; the point is an observational actioned anthropological 

response to what are the actual observed effects of non-illicit substance use. [Obvious: all participants 

would be oath(ed) into the facts that this is actually how they observe the effect[s] of such non-illicit 

substances if even externally.] 
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Second Part. Summary of cited: AD 

Referring to source, citation: Atopic Dermatitis: Timing of Pediatric Studies During Development of 

Systemic Drugs Guidance for Industry, April 2018 

-has to do with especially children. 

-(Pay die: a trick) 

-As usu-[i], pay attention to age developmental connected processing relevant to uh, “age” 

-As usu-[i], continued: (what are you interested in?) what does it feel like: “chronic” so it uh refuses to 

go away …? [cited; the go away series on cited: kindle (amazon)] ; it preys on the young but will go for 

either category [of age][at least]: remediating question of comprehension: are there other categories 

outside of this group of categories that it will go for? 

… 

-perhaps connected to feeling (as above): when itchy = “inflame”(ed) [How does this feel, deeper] 

Category assessment[s]: here “pediatric” reverse also incorporates in meaning: non-pediatric; perhaps 

in the obvious based on the recognition of the “sequen”-(ce) p(of) development: what if it was further 

transposed at almost to mean in incorporation also elderly; how might this remediate [bring it back to 

the center, thr point] the condition?  

  


